Victory over PLU carries women to Nationals
MIcAII RICE

Sports Editor
MARC JONES

Editor in Chief
What a difference a year makes.
After finishing with a 9-15 overall record in the 1995-96 season, the
UPS women's basketball team made
history last Saturday night with a 8466 win over PLU in the NCIC championship game held in the
Fieldhouse.
Riding a stellar shooting performance and a tidal wave of fan support, the Loggers earned their firstever berth to the NAIA National
Tournament.
Coming on the heels of a 64-5 3
win on Feb. 26 over Willamette in
the NCIC semifinals, Saturday's win
was the Loggers fourth victory over
the Lutes this season in as many
games.
For senior Kelly Kaiser, "It has
been a dream season. I've never
been on a team where every team
member has come together with so
much effort and so much heart. We
have been working for this since
September and without teamwork
we could have never achieved the
league championship. We are a team

first and foremost.'
similar to the Loggers last win over
The Loggers (22-4 overall) no
the Lutes on Feb. 18. The game was
must wait until March 7 for the pair- • nip-and-tuck for the first half with
ings to be announced for the Na- • the Loggers using a late minute surge
tional Tournament held March 12- • to take a 39-33 lead into the locker
18 in Angola, Indiana. The touma- • room at the half.
ment will bring 32 college team
In the second half, UPS was able
from all over the country togethei
to overpower the Lutes with an early
to determine the best team in the
13-0 run giving the Loggers a comnation.
fortable 52-35 lead over the Lutes.
Kristina Goos scored the first six
points of that crucial run to lead the
team with a game-high 21 points.
Kasa Tupua added 19 points, while
shooting 7-for-10 from the field.
Kelly Kaiser chipped in an additional 11 points with nine rebounds
and three steals for the night.
The Loggers continued their hot
shooting trend,hitting 50 percent of
their shots while holding the Lutes
Women's Basketball Coach, Beth
to 37 percent.
Bricker said "It has been a great year.
The fieldhouse was packed with
I can't make any predicitons, but I
fans (including President Pierce) of
feel confident that we'll get through
both teams filling the bleachers.
the first round. Our success comes
Members of the UPS softball team
from the hard work and dedication
were on hand to pass out spirit signs
the players have put into the season."
to the fans. The softball team upAccording to Bricker, the Loggers
staged the UPS cheerleaders, stirring
will do little to change their game
the crowd into an enthusiastic frenzy.
plan in the playoffs due to the overThe fans have been unbelievable
during the past few weeks, espewhelming success the team has had
this past year.
cially the supporters from the other
Saturday's win was extremely
athletic teams.

"Our success conies from
ib(' hard work aud

tle(II(ilhion the players
liavepuitiiito the season."
—Beth Bricker

MORGAN GOES UP for a shot against a PLU
defender during the NCIC Championship game last
Saturday.
KAJA

Neal denied tenurE files suit against University
;

MARC JONES

Editor in Chief
Lisa Neal, Professor of Foreign
Language was denied tenure by the
Board of Trustees and is filing suit
against the University.
Neal was notified via letter sent
by President Susan Resneck Pierce
on Feb. 17th.
In a statement obtained by The
Pu get Sound Trail, Neal stated
"Clearly I'm devastated by President
Pierce's decision to deny me tenure.
Given the very tight market in my
field, being denied tenure probably
means the end of my career as a college teacher."
Neal was originally recommended
by her department and the Faculty
Advancement Committee (FAC) for
tenure. President Pierce denied Neal
tenure despite both the department's
and FAC's recommendations.
Neal appealed the President's
,

USA NEAL (Top, second from left), pictured here with
the rest of the Foreign Language Department faculty,
was recently denied tenure by President Susan
Resneck Pierce.

Handmaid's
Tale displays '- • -, •
° bad new world •.
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decision. The entire appeal was then
sent to the Trustees, who reviewed
the information at their Feb. 13th
meeting and decided to back Pierce's
original recommendation, officially
denying Neal tenure.
The results of this appeal are confidential. The faculty code does not
allow the tenure candidate to make
information concerning the appeal
public,
President Pierce could not comment on Neal's specific case, but
stated "It is a long standing policy
and practice that personnel decisions
are personal and private at this urnversity."
Neal received a brief letter from
Pierce informing her of the board's
final decision, which denied her tenure. In the letter, Pierce reported to
Neal "Because tenure has not be[sic]
granted, your employment by the
University will terminate at the conelusion of the 1996-97 contract year.

I do wish you success in further endeavors."
Neal applied for tenure in the fall
of 1995. A majority of her department voted to recommend her for
tenure. This recommendation was
then reviewed by the FAC. In a report sent to Pierce, the committee
stated "In recognition of her accomplishments as a teacher and scholar
and in anticipation of her continued
growth in teaching, scholarship, and
service to the University, we recommend that Professor Neal be granted
tenure and that she be promoted to
the rank of Associate Professor."
Pierce went against Neal's department members and against the committee and recommended to the
Board of Trustees that Neal be denied tenure. Neal appealed the decision and again Pierce recommended
against Neal for tenure.

See NEAL page 2
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Greeks take part in service efforts
BECKY BROWN11G

Staff Writer
This year the Inter Fraternity
Council and Pan Hellenic Council
of UPS, have been working to make
the Greek system accessible to all
members of the University community.
The fraternities and sororities are
attempting to develop more interaction with students and faculty, in
hopes of desegregating Greek and
independent individuals on campus.
Many IFC and Pan Hellenic Officers are currently forming plans to
restructure the Greek organizations,
transforming them into more useful
leadership resources for all students.
"We are moving towards making
it a more user friendly system. We
want a more positive tone on campus," remarked IFC Public Relations
Chair, Tyler Shaw.
The IFC holds a special interest
in increasing Greek involvement
with freshmen. In the past, campus
programs such as Greek tutoring in
the residence halls have been suc-

cessful in developing interaction
between freshmen and Greek members. Shaw explained, "We are
working towards changing rush into
more of a recruitment process." In
the coming year the officers on the
two counsels hope to update the rush
process and the entire Greek system.
Currently, the IFC and Pan Hellenic Council are reviewing the success of their first organized pledge
week.
While rush has traditionally been
a unified Greek process involving
the contributions of all houses,
pledge programs have remained or ganized by each individual house.
This year, in order to reinforce unity
among houses, pledge week was
instituted. Several on campus
actvities were scheduled as a part of
the pledge programs, including an
open house in The Cellar.
Pledge week participants also
volunteered time assisting Facility
Services in a storm clean-up program. The group gathered Feb. 11
and 12, repairing areas of the campus like the arboretum, which had

been badly damaged by ice and wind
over the winter break.
Adam Nelson, IFC Programs
Chair, was responsible for the organization of approximately 45 students that turned out for the event.
Grounds Maintenance Director,
James Vance, commented of the
Greek clean-up effort, "They were

'11 are working towartls
IllilkillLi it!! ifiOfO user-

Irlentlhusysteffi. We want
a 11101v positive tone on
(i9111]]uS.

—Tyler Shaw
great— they helped immensely. The
amount of time they were able to put
in over a very short period put us
weeks ahead of schedule for the
storm clean-up."
The first pledge week has been
considered a success, but coordina-
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"The typical UPS student is
cultured, yet preppy."
—Phoebe Settle

"Atypical."
—Scott McDonald

"Out school is like
Crew ad.
—Maid Prenet

NEAL from page 1

Security responded to a report
of a loud stereo in Todd Hall.
The co-editor of Crosscurrents
reported about $50 in cash taken
from their office in the Wheelock
Center. The office may have been
unlocked and unattended.
Security resronded to a distur bance caused by several students
on Union Avenue. Apparently an
argument erupted during a party
and several students engaged in
a shoving match outside the fraternity.
Security interrupted ajuvenile
suspect who was attempting to
pry open the south door of the
Ceramics Building. When spotted, the suspect dropped a small
metal bar and ran. Tacoma Police checked the area, but were
unable to locate the suspect

L

Neal also commented that "UPS
"It is disappointing that the Presiis losing excellent women profesdent doesn't listen to the faculty and
sors." She cites the departure of sevthe students, because these are the
eral female faculty members that
people who know her the best—I
have left or are leaving the Univer can't think of anytime when President Pierce actually sat in on one of sity, including Sharon Hamill of the
Lisa's classes," commented French
Major Aimee Nichols.
Nichols said "I am really disappointed she was denied tenure; she
was one of the best professors I have
had at this school. Tenure is not just
a problem within- the language department; it seems to be a problem
in every department."
In the statement, Neal reports "I
believe my case also reflects a sigPsychology Department, who left
nificant problem with gender discrimination in the Department of after receiving tenure and took a tenForeign Languages and at UPS in ure-line position at another school.
Since Pierce became President in
general."
Next year, the Department of For - 1992, five of the 16 women who apeign Languages will have no women plied for tenure were denied. In addition, one women withdrew her apin any tenured or tenure track posiplication for tenure when it became
tions. At present, the department is
apparent she-would be denied. Out
interviewing two males for posiof 17 males, 16 were recommended
tions.
Chair of Foreign Languages by Pierce for tenure.
Expanded coverage of Neal's deDavid 'linsley stated "Both department searches are on-going and we nial and other tenure decisions (inhope to bring them to conclusion cluding Neal's full statement) can
- be found on page 13 of Opinions . very soon."

Ibelieve my ease also
i1leeis a siiniiieant
pro4Iiii with gentler

dhien;wination..."
—Lisa Nea

tors are now reviewing the week in
order to better plan future pledge
activities.
Next year, the IFC and Pan Hellenic Council may decide to spread
the events over the course of the semester in order to encourage involvement.
"The response was positive.
People liked the ideas, but it might
have been too much too soon. We
would have liked to have seen more
students involved," remarked Angela Valenti, Pan Hellenic Vice
President, Public Relations.
The Pan Hellenic Counsel, along
with the Health and Wellness Center and SIRGE, will be sponsoring a
speaker coming to campus in April.
Christine Carter is a nationally renowned lecturer, who has been featured on Oprah.
Her focus during her visit to UPS
will be speaking out against sexual
assault, with a special emphasis on
educating and heightening awareness of the issue, as well as providing real life solutions to decrease
sexual assault on campus. The visit

to UPS will be Carter's last speaking arrangement, as she has accepted
ajob as the Assistant Director of Admissions at The Thatcher School in
Ojai, CA.
In addition to campus activities,
many Greek officers are gearing up
for the Western Regional Greek
Conference that will be held in San
Francisco from Apr. 3-6. All of the
executive Pan Hellemc officers will
be in attendance, as well as several
of the IFC officers.
The conference features workshops and competitions for all Greek
organizations. Last year UPS won
several awards on a national level
and hopes for a repeat performance
this spring.
The competitions involve completing applications and resumés
that display the work of the Greek
system within the school community.
Valenti explained, "It is odd for a
small college to get awards like that.
It really showed how well our Pan
Hellenic Council is running compared to other schools."

March 6—March12
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Ray Hooker, civil rights organizer from Nicaragua,

will speak on March 6 at 4 p.m. in the Murray BoardF—. ' room. His topic concerns post-Sandanista Nicaragua. Refreshments will be served. For more information, contact
the Campus Ministry Center at x3374.
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Amnesty International will hold their Human Rights
Night on March 7 at 7 p.m. in the rotunda. Bill Bichsel, a
Catholic priest of the Jesuit order, will speak. His lecture
discusses the closing of the School of the Americas, a training center located in the United States, which &lucates
Latin American military officials who violate the basic
human rights of their people. Admission is $2.

The Jacobsen Series features "Musical Elements Texture" with chamber works by Beethoven, Mozart, and
Brahms, played by Duane Hulbert, Tanya Stambuck,
Cordelia Miedel, Joyce Ramee, Marcia Ott, and Karla
Flygare. The performance will take place on March 7 at
7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall. Tickets are $8 general admission, $6 for students, and one free ticket is available for each
UPS student in the InfoCenter.

O

Free MMR boosters offered
ERIN SPECK

News Editor
p

A recent outbreak of measles at
Simon Fraser University has
caused concern among members of
the UPS campus.
The British Columbia Health
Authorities have received reports
of 158 confirmed cases of measles,
62 of which have been directly
linked to Simon Fraser. As of Febmary 20, there were no confirmed
cases of measles on the UPS campus or in the state of Washington,
but one suspected case is being investigated at Western Washington
University in Bellingham.
Students there as well as students
at UPS may have been exposed to
measles through participation or attendance at athletic events with students from Simon Fraser.
Many students at UPS are not

considered to be immune to the acquisition of measles either because
they have signed the waiver put out
by Counseling, Health & Wellness
Services and have no record of two
measles (or MMR) immunations,
or were immunized before their
first birthday. To be immune, one
must have had their two MMR
shots after their first birthday, have
had a physician-diagnosed case of
measles, or have proof of a positive Rubeola titre, or a high level
of natural Rubeola antibodies.
At this time, Conseling, Health
& Wellness Services is offering students a second MMR immunization
free of charge in hopes that there
will be an increase in the chances
for the prevention of a measles epidemic on the UPS campus. Faculty
and staff may update with their private health care provider. Questions
can be directed to x1555.

Barhydt details diversity plan
TOM PERRY

Asst. News Editor
In an effort to increase diversity
and multiculturalism within the campus community, ASUPS President
Kevin Barhydt has proposed the creation of a student diversity task force,
headed by Dean of Students Judith
Kay.
According to the proposal, the task
force shall be composed of Barhydt,
Kay, one faculty member, an ASUPS
Senator, two students- at- large, and
one non-administrative staff member.
The task force will examine successful diveristy programs at five universities throughout the United States
and determine which course(s) of action should be taken here. Those Universities include: St. Mary's College,
Gettysburg, Occidental, Seattle University, and Amherst.
"[Student diversity] is a very large
student concern each year," Barhydt
stated. "Now we actually have a proposal down on paper and are ready
to tackle the issues."
The committee will report to
ASUPS by September 2, 1997, in-

cluding findings from their study as
well as a detailed plan of action to
be implemented immediately at the
University. In addtion, the task-force
shall submit a copy of its findings to
the Budget Task-Force as well as to

"[Student diversitylis a
very l;ir'e student
('olil er/i eaiibyeai low
we ;irtiialljbave a
jirojiosal down on paper
;und,,re ready to tackle
Ilie issues."
—ATe

viii Ilarbydt

the community at large.
Specifically, the committee will
focus on three specific aspects "essential to a successful diversity and
multicultural program" here.
They include: recruitment, retention, and curriculum.

Students groups have also voiced
their concern and are taking action
to promote and maintain a campus
climate of diversity and
multiculturalism.
In fact, leaders from several campus organizations have formulated a
student petition, asking the faculty
to incorporate multiculturalism and
multi-perspectives into the core
cirriculum.
According to campus lecture organizer Rafael Gomez, students can
become directly involved in raising
awareness by signing the petition
today and tomorrow. "We need support from the entire community in
order to show the administrators that
a real concern exists on this campus,"
he stated.
While Barhydt said that diversity
problems cannot be solved overnight, he said that "We're heading in
the right direction and we need the
support of the entire campus community."
Any student who wants more information regarding this proposal,
you may reach Barhydt atx3600 or
Gomez at x3295.

All SAFECO Employees
Have Something in Common
For example, we give our employees more work-related education, training, autonomy, and responsibility than many of their industry counterparts receive. Which means more opportunity to develop
skills and discover new ones. And, key to anyone's success, we provide a supportive environment
where people feel comfortable sharing ideas and being who they want to be. Themselves.
SAFECO will be on campus to talk to students interested in Summer Internships and Full Time
Opportunities. We have both Associate Quality Assurance Analyst and Programmer Analyst positions available.

(Hawai'i)

this
I
summer,
4P
study
abroad
w i t h o ut
leaving the
country

6 weeks, 6 credits, about
$2,200 including tuition,
room th board, books,
a n d airfa re.

University

of Hawai'i at Mãnoa,

Summer Session

for complete information, connect to:
www.summer.hawaii.edu
or call toll-free 1(800)862-6628
Term

I:

May 9 - June 27 Term

2:

June 30-August 8

INFORMATION SESSION
March 12, 1997
12:00 Noon
Thompson Hall - Room 125
On-campus Interviews
Friday, March 28, 1997
SAFECO offers an excellent benefits package, competitive salaries, and a professional working
environment with opportunities for career growth. If you are unable to meet with us while we are
on campus, please send your resume to: SAFECO Corporation, SAFECO Plaza, Personnel T17/UPS, Seattle, WA 98185, FAX 206-548-7117. We are an equal opportunity employer committed
to employing a diverse workforce. To learn more about SAFECO, visit our website at
http://www.safeco.com

JobLine
Toll Free
TDD/TTY

(206) 545-3233
(800) 753-5330
(206) 545-6484
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Rindo butchers 'Handmaid's Tale'
Theatrical adaptation neglects subtlety, essence, taste of Margaret Atwood's novel
ARLO PELEGRIN AND
KEITH TURAUSKY

Staff Writers
When I first heard that Margaret
Atwood's 1985 novel, "The
Handmaid's Tale," was going to be
adapted by and for the UPS Theatre
Department, I reacted with a healthy
dose of skepticism.The strength of
Atwood's story does not lie in the
simple reductio ad absurdum of an
America taken over by reactionary
Christian patriarchal totalitarian misogynists, but rather in the internalized narrative of the main character,
the Handmaid Offred, who struggles
to understand her place in a changed
world. Nearly all of the dialogue in
the novel is superficial, almost
trivial. Considering this, I wondered
whether a successful dramatic adaptation of "The Handmaid's Tale" was
even possible.
My suspicions have been confirmed. The UPS Theatre
Department's presentation of "The
Handmaid's Tale" is an overstated,
pretentious, and surprisingly superficial treatment of an acclaimed and
worthy novel. John Rindo, the mastermind behind the script, employs
the stodgy writing style you may
recognize from the what-life-is-tome-poetry phases that occasionally
seize middle school girls at about the
same time they start painting ponies.
What makes this script special is that
each poetic phrase clumsily overstates the issue at hand:
Commander: I see you're staring
at the books.
Offred: I thought they had all been
burned.
The message here is that the brave
new world in the play is bad, bad,
BAD. Lest the audience not pick up
the subtle social commentary of the
work, Rindo has replaced the symbol of the Gileadean regime, the
winged eye of God, with swastikainspired flags and armbands that
scream for attention from every
angle. This is the only inference that
the audience has to make on its own,
without being explicitly told what's
going on.
Other important narrative details
are conveyed by the "Chorus" in ri-

diculous word-association passages
such as "Infertility. Stillbirths. Negative population growth" and the
Lucky-Charms-esque "Red Handmaids. Blue Wives. Green Marthas."
My conjecture is that Rindo, believing his level of misunderstood genius to be so far above the rest of us
fools, felt it necessary to dumb the
writing down to the level of a Sweet
Valley High novel.
Perhaps the most distressing aspect of the adaptation is the extent
to which Rindo appears to have completely missed many of the most
important thematic details of the
book. College buddies Offred and
Moira, reunited in a Handmaid training center, react as though they were
total strangers.Wives, rather than
jealous Handmaids, call the pregnant
Handmaid Janine a show-off for no
obvious reason. Even the phrase
which, in the novel, gives Offred her
fleeting hope of perserverance,
"Don't let the bastards grind you
down," is misquoted here as "Don't
let the bastards get you down."
By far the most grievous error,
though, is the scene in which Offred
is confronted by her second pair of
"owners." The Gileadean and his

Wife enter the room, carrying one
of Offred's bloody sanitary napkins.
The woman holds the pad in Offred's
face, scolding her for her lack of fertility, while the man asks Offred
whether "you truly want a child."
This scene fails Atwood's logic in a
multitude of ways.
First, the Wives, in the novel, did
their best to detatch themselves entirely from the lives of the
Handmaids, particularly those aspects that concerned the Handmaids'
"real purpose." Certainly, a Wife
would not have concerned herself
with digging up the used tampons
of her Handmaid: Matters of this
kind would have been the exclusive
domain of the Marthas.
Moreover, no man, much less the
husband of the family, would have
been involved in such a scene; legally, husbands and Handmaids
were to meet only during the reproductive Ceremony.
Finally, it would have been wholly
inappropriate for the husband to ask
Offred whether she truly wanted a
child. The Handmaids' progeny were
considered the children and property
of the host family; hence, the strange
dualism of the Birthing Ceremony,

in which the Wife pretends that she
is giving birth to the Handmaid's
child. Rindo seems to have spent too
much time thinking of ways to of fend the audience and not enough
time considering the offense he has
paid to Atwood's award-winning
novel.
This is not to say the production
is not gripping. The intensity level
maintained by the entire cast is nothing short of phenomenal, augmented
by a powerful and haunting sound
design. The actors, considering what
they had to work with, deliver per formances ranging from passable to
superb, including Misa Shimono's
eerily intense Aunt Lydia and a fine
turn by Jason Macaya as a pimp.
Leigh-Ann Santillanes, in the leading role, is at her best delivering doeeyed monologues as action rages behind her.
Of course, even the finest performances are hampered by blatant,
gratuitous tastelessness. A poledance routine a-la-Demi-Moore continues to the lecherous cheers of

other cast members for a very long
time, doing little to enhance the progression of the scene. Is this intended
as an artistic condemnation of a debased lifestyle, or is it simply meant
as gratuitous eye-candy? You be the
judge.
Then there are something like
eight simulated orgasms over the
course of the production, a substantial increase over the number included in the book. These are written into the script, for future generations to enjoy, along with such parenthetical staging as "(The action
continues, until it starts getting quite
uncomfortable for all, including the
audience.)" Needless to say, this last
part was followed to the letter.
Without the exceptional efforts of
the cast and crew, the production
would have been a complete disaster. The investment of hard work required to dredge an intense, emotion-laden and gripping production
from the cesspool of John Rindo's
Atwood-inspired dream-world deserves high praise indeed.
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With our WAYLOW Spring Surf 'n'Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest
slopes or the hottest beaches and have cash left over to buy plenty of eats, even
your own hotel room. With deals like these, you can live so large, your folks will
think you're blowing your book money. (heck Out Our Way Low Fares:
SHRED FARES

SURF FARES
To COLORADO SPRINGSt To The COASTS

From The EAST
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$69*
$109*
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Dallas/Ft. Worth
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Washington, D.C./DulIes
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A CLASS OF HANDMAIDS perform a fertility dance in
"The Handmaid's Tale," presented this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and this Saturday
at 2:00 p.m.
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Los Angeles
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Los Angeles
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San Diego
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
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From The WEST
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Phoenix
San Diego
San Francisco
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Los Angeles
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Miami
Miami
Miami
Miami
Orlando
Orlando

$79*
$69*
$79*

For More Information, Call
Western Pacific Reservations Today:

1-800-930-3030

or call your travel agent.
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$159*

ftom the Springs catch a Mountain Air Express
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Terms and Conditions: All fares are based on one-way travel and are subject to change. fares must be purchased

(206) 756-5092

We ciccept nlajor crecüt ccirIs

at time of booking.'Fares are valid on night flights departing between the hours of 7:55 p.m and 720 a.m
only and require a 14-day aduance purchase. These fares are not valid on flights departing at any other times.
'fares require a 21-day advance purchase and are valid for designated nff-peak travel times only.
[ares do our include up to $12 in additional Passenger facility Charges. All purchases are nonrefsndable. Changes
may be made prior to scheduled departure time only for a $35 change fee, plus any increa5e in new fare, failure
on notify Western Pacific of itinerary changes prior in departure time or no-show will revolt in total forfeiture
of payment. All fares and change fees are subject to chanqe without notice. Seats at all advertised fares are
limited and other restrictions may apply. 0 1997 Western Pacific Airlines
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Redd Kross flounder, Nerf Herder charm
• Redd Kross - Show World
• Nerf Herder - Nerf Herder
TED SPAS

Music Revi.ewer
I've been being too damn nice
lately. Seems like every band that
comes through the office gets a
good review. Well, I've been
feeling sweet-tempered lately,
but SOME people keep trying to
take advantage of my generous
nature, and that turns me into a
ferocious criticism troll. I'm willing to do a lot of stupid crap in
the name of fostering universal
harmony, but I am NOT going to
let Red Kross get off easy. These
chumps have been pissing me off
for YEARS.
Are Red Kross a bunch of
wankers, and not the power pop
geniuses they masquerade as?
The case for the prosecution:
first, their new album, Show
World, leads off with a cover. A
bad move at the best of times, but
even worse when the cover is
"Pretty Please Me" by the late,
somewhat lamented power
popsters, The Quick. Why is it a
bad move, you ask? Because
THE DICKIES ALREADY
COVERED IT, that's why. The

Dickies' version was better, too.
Chumps.
Second, Redd Kross have the
worst lyrics in Christendom.
Check out the chorus to "Girl
God": "Girl God/Girl God/Girl
GodIGirl Gaw-ah-huh-aw-hud."
That's possibly the dumbest lyric
I've ever heard, and I'm a
RAMONES fan. That's so dumb
it makes my skin hurt. Lord, I
feel embarrassed for them.
Third, just LOOK at them.
Look at their guitar player's stupid facial hair. Look at the way
their bass player holds his bass
almost perpendicular to the
ground (this is the WRONG way
to hold your bass, kids). Most of
all, look at their sub-Urge Over kill glam fashions (worn on the
OUTSIDE of the album cover, so
everyone can see what suave
fucks they are), then look at their

crappy thrift-store t-shirts and
jeans on the INSIDE.
It's a ruse, dig? They're just
pretending to be well dressed so
you'll think they're Pulp or
something. Real pop bands either look consistently sharp or

(including one called "Golfshirt"). It
smelled to me like they were going to
do that Weezer-esque "we're so dorky
we're hip" crap. I hate that.
Imagine my pleasant surprise when
I discovered that Nerf Herder are NOT
using their lameness as a promotional
tool. They're 4 REAL. Yep, they're
dyed-in-the-wool Dork Soul Brothers,
and they definitely come correct.
Terrific songs. They drop "Down on
Haley" with its Lou-Reed-as-amunchkin peppiness. They also fire
off "Sorry," which looks to be the next

big hit single, and the album-closing
"I Only Eat Candy." In between, they
maintain high levels of dorky quality.
Hooray! Pop Bliss Time! It almost
gives one hope for this year's crop of
nouveaux punks.
Is there still a place in your record
rack for buzzsaw guitars and galloping drums welded to delightful TUNES
(not harmonies, but tunes... you remember tunes, they're the things you
hum in the shower)? Or have you MATURED? To hell with maturity, to hell
with cool. Neff Herder are Go!

.E XcLUS lYE .LX. for.
consistently unkempt, but they
never veer wildly between the
two points. Urge Overkill ALWAYS look good, and that's one
of the main reasons they rule.
The prosecution rests, not
even having discussed the music yet.
The case for the defense:
Well, they're sort of tuneful.
This just won't cut it, darlings.
Redd Kross are only tuneful in
the squishiest, least entertaining
way possible. Every damn song
is just the same lethargic, midtempo workout (and I do mean
WORK), with lazy harmonies
slothfully drawled over a plodding rhythm section and an inoffensively crunchy guitar.
Redd Kross would like to be
the Posies, but they are not that
good. They would like to be
Urge Overkill, but they are not
that good. They would like to be
a good band, but they are not that
good. Redd Kross are a fine band
to listen to if you are an idiot.
For that matter, Redd Kross
would probably be pretty happy
if they got to be Nerf Herder.
While you ponder how pathetic
it is to dream of being as good
as a band named after a line from
Star Wars, I'm gonna talk about
Nerf Herder.
It's a good thing the first song
("Down On Haley") on their
self-titled debut was so good,
because I was chomping at the
bit to hate them. Look at the
facts: dorky name, guys wearing
golfshirts, and a bunch of "PopPunk" songs with goofy titles

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS
WhERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a huge

before-tax dollars, you pay less in taxes now. And

mistake on their taxes. They wind up send-

since earnings on your SRAs are tax deferred, your

ing Uncle Sam money they could be saving for
retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
TIAA-CREF. SRAs not only ease your current

We have Moved!
, Better home
Sa me mean Cat
Buy Sell Trade qames, vids, belts -whatever

98402
II-I: (206) 593-01 3 ,4
FP.X: (206) 593-4571

money works even harder for you.
\Vhat else do SRAs offer? The investment

avoid with S RAs - tax-deferred annuities from
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choice, flexibility, and expertise of TIAA-CREFAmerica's foremost retirement organization.
\Vhy write off the chance for a more reward-

tax bite, they offer an easy way to build retirement

ing retirement? Stop by your benefits office

income—especially for the extras" that your

or call us at 1 800 842-2888 and find out how

pension and Social Security benefits may not

TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy many

cover. Because your contributions are made in

happy returns.

aL

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape

it.oa

CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and lnst,tut,onal Sen-ices. inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses. call 1 800 842.2733, extension 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus careFull' before you Investor send money. Date of first use: 2/97.
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6-13 MARCH, 1997
12 18 Mar - The Rialto Film Guild
presents Ridicule at Rialto Theater.
Tickets are $5. No Shows 15 Mar.
For show times and more info call
591-5894.

Ann Gail Admission is free. For
more info call x3310.

6 & 7 Mar SAP hosts a 24-hour
Music Marathon in the WSC
Lounge beginning 5:00 p.m. on 6
Mar. Donations used to buy musical
instruments for Tacoma Schools.

-

-

FILMS
7-9 Mar Campus films presents
Ransom in Mc 003. Film times are
-

7:00 & 9:30 p.m. on 7 & 8 Mar and
6:00 & 8:30 p.m. on 9 Mar.
Admission is $1 with UPS ID.

11 Mar - Arlo Pelegrin and the
Honors Program presents My Own
Private Idaho in Mc 003 at 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

THEATER
6 8 Mar The Handmaid's Tale
-

7 Mar The Jacobsen Series
presents Musical Elements-Texture
-

in the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $6 for students. For
more info call x341 9.

LECTURES
12 Mar Tacoma Universities
present A Mother's Own Story by
-

-

MUSIC

ARTS

-

plays in the Concert Hall at 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

7 Mar Tacoma Master Chorale
presents The Creation at Pantages
-

ARTS
-

FILMS

-

The Puget Sound Trail

-

6-26 Mar The ULMS presents
the 20th Annual MinorityArt
-

Theater at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$10 -$16. For more info call 5915894.

Exhibition at the Washington State
Convention Center. For more info
call 447-5000.

8 Mar The Tacoma Philharmonic
presents Seattle Symphony
Orchestra's performance of
Whistling Winds at Pantages
Theater at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are $8.

6- 30 Mar-The Tacoma Art
Museum presents Catalan Masters
of the 20th Century featuring works
by Picasso, Dali and Miro. Tickets
are $4 for students. For exhibit
dates and times call 292-ARTS.

-

6 30 Mar Kittredge Gallery
features painters Jim Phalen and

10 Mar They Might Be Giants and
Chainsaw Kittens play at Showbox
Theater in Seattle. Tickets are $17.
Must be 21.

7 Mar The BCPA presents Raven
Coyote at Rialto Theater at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $12 & $15. For
more info call 591-5894.
-

6 -28 Mar The Catholic House
at 1141 N. Lawrence St. hosts
rosary readings every Mon at 8:30
p.m. and soup and bread dinners
every Thur at 6:00 p.m. All students
welcome. For more info call x4015.

Kilworth Chapel at 3:00 p.m.
Admission is free.

-

13 Mar The Tacoma Art Museum
presents pianist Jairo Geronymo
and his performance of Goyescas
at the Museum at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
are $4 for students. For more info
call 272-4258.

-

-

Tr_

-

LENT

9 Mar Edward Hansen plays The
Schneebeck Organ Recital in

6 & 12 Mar Campus Music
Network presents Bobby's Gone
Fishing on the 6 Mar and Tom
Guadagno on the 12 Mar in Club
Rendezvous at 9:00 p.m. Admis-

-

presents Madigan E.R. doctor,
Steven Scheer in Th 130 at 6:00
p.m. Admission is free.

11 Mar- The University Jazz Band

MUSIC

6 9 Mar The Tacoma Actor's
Guild presents To Kill a Mockingbird
at the Theater on the Square. For
tickets and show times call 2722145.

-

8 Mar UPS Cultural Events
presents the Seattle Men's Chorus
in the Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $9. For more info call
x341 9.

8 Mar The BCPA presents the Ellis
Marsalis Trio at Rialto Theater at
7:30 p.m. Tickets are $19 & $22.
For more info call 591-5894.
-

13 Mar The AMSA Lecture Series

-

plays in the Inside Theater. Shows
are 7:00 p.m on 6 & 7 Mar and
2:00 & 7:30 p.m. on 8 Mar. Tickets
are $6 for students. For more info
call x3419.

THEATER

Dorothy Hadjys, the mother of
murdered gay sailor, Allen
Schindler. The lecture will be in
Kilworth Chapel at 7:00 p.m. For
more info call 552-4428.

For more info call 591-5894.

Call advertising at 756-3278 to
purchase ads or classifieds.

advertising gets results.
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I &2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute courtyard with
pool. Huge private balcony/patio w/semifenced yard. Olympic Manor Apts. 7301 N.
6th Ave. 565 8096 or 472-RENT
$99 move-in special!
-

Tl TTT1
Unfurnished 3 bdrm house, fully carpeted,
fireplace, WID hookup, garage. $750 a month.
Located at 3809 N 21st. Call 759-3097.
flT71 TiTI
1&2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute courtyard with
pool. Huge private balcony/patio w/semifenced yard. Olympic Manor Apts. 7301 N.
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT
$99 move-in special!
Heat & hot water paid, controlled access entrance & laundry facilities available. On quiet
2310 South 10th
residential street. $275
St. Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts
tT71 T1T1 I I1ITL! UIi iii
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace, dishwasher, patio/balcony, with private storage
and 1 & 1/2 bath available. Orchard Ridge
5111 S. 12th St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT
-

$99 MOVE IN SPECIAL
-

I ii st or ical D is tri ct
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled access
entrance, off-street parking. W/D in 2 bdrm.
Maples Apts. 315 N.J St. 383-3554 or 472RENT Rent from a UPS Alum.

RAISE UPTO $1250 IN ONE
WEEK! GREEKS, CLUBS,
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS.
EASY NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION. FOR MORE
INFORMATION: (800) 8621982 EXT. 33

• o : U Xei U 11 I Teach English in Eastern Europe: Prague, Budapest,
Krakow. How would you like to
teach basic conversational English in Eastern Europe? Our
materials profile many rewarding
teaching opportunities with great
benefits, including information
on: travel preparations & finding accommodations, getting
around in major cities, contacting schools that hire native English speakers, developing your
qualifications. For more info,
call: (206) 971-3680 Ext.
K60891.

Student Financial Services has information
on 3,400+ public & private sector funding
sources. A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FINANCIAL AID! For information,
call: 1-800263-6495 ext. F60894.

FUN.

$19.95
Includes:
Lube, Oil & Filter Service.
Tire Rotation.

7 Areas Winier Assessment.
Batteies/Starlmg 'Systeni. Anti&eezelRelts/Hcses, Tires.Heating Systein/tttocic
Heater, Wiper Blades System, Exhaust and Lights.
Offer Valid until December 3.1996

759-2044

Free Local Shuttle Service

PRCISLON AUTOMOTIYE
3723 6th Avenue
Tacsma, WA. 98406

U

'

(206)759.2044
FAX(204)759.t321.

TRANSMISSION INC.

11
EW175 3

Adults: $4.00- Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00 Matinee $3.00 & $2.00 IN

-

Wednesday night is College
Night 8pm -1 am!!

~ ~ 2 hours of free pooi,
O
Aq I - :

4

'eWINTER
Special

FINANCIALAID

II

7:00 Nightly. 7:00 & 9:10 Fri and Sat
L
Sat. & Sun. matinee @ 4:30

THE UPS PIZZA CELLAR
NEEDS A LOGO! GOT AN
IDEA? SUBMIT LOGO
IDEAS TO THE CELLAR BY
MARCH 10TH. THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE A
$50.00 CELLAR GWF CERTIFICATE. ALSO, DON'T
FORGET TO STOP BY THE
CELLAR FOR BREADSTICKS, SHAKES, ICECREAM, AND PIZZA. THE
PIZZA CELLAR SERVES UP

The road to incredible service begins at Preciston
Automotive & Transmission Inc

; tTTi I I1IIN
2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, F/P, walk-in closet, D/
W, disposal, controlled access entrance, covered prkg & elevator. Wrights Apts. 812 S.
K St. 572-4235 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discount..

1 & 2 bdrm 3 floorplans to
choose from. DW, patio/balcony,
covered parking available. Deluxe floorplans include fullsize
w/d, utility room & fireplace.
Close to UPS, Hwy 16 &
Westgate shopping center.
Tacoma Garden Apts. 5802 N.
33rd. Str.#102 759-6827 or472RENT
11tI]Il1

1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

$2 beers and $3 pizza!
Phone: 572-0300

COMMENCEMENT BAY
BED & BRE-A-K-FAST
"NW Best Places"
icular Bay Views!
tub * Fireplace
itastic

Breakfasts!

inutes from UPS

3312 N. Union Ave.

(206) 752-8175
Greatviews@aoLcom

bc[T)q A SIno,lc CAPti
Imagine returning
home after a long day
of classes. Imagine
climbing into bed,
thinking only of
tomorrow's English
exam and your paper
due next week.
Imagine a knock on
the door; soldiers burst in and drag you from
your bed without so much a word of
explanation. Imagine being held in prison
without charges or hope of a fair trial, without
adequate food or water, without your family
or friends knowing where you are. Imagine
being tortured. Imagine now that your only
crime was criticizing the government over
dinner with your friends.
Every day people across the globe are
wrongly imprisoned, tortured, denied just legal
action, or are "disappeared," meaning they

Friday, March 7 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rotunda.
less than 10 active members and most of their
Admission is $2.00. Guests include Olympia
efforts went unnoticed by the student body.
band Some Velvet Sidewalk, performance
Because of their small size and their late
artist Nikki McClure, DJ KO, and campus
start, their ASUPS funding was minimal. Half
band the Racketeers.
of their $200 budget goes immediately to
Speaking at the benefit will be Father Bill
Amnesty International for the supplies and
Bichsel,
a Jesuit priest who was recently
information necessary to start a campus
released after being
campaign. Currently
imprisoned for four
the group's plans for
Events
like
Human
Rights
Night
provide
months for his
activities and events
a
chance
for
people
to
find
out
what
is
protesting of the School
far exceed their funds.
of the Americas.
going
on
in
the
world
around
them
and
"A bigger budget
The School of the
would be nice," said what they can do to make it a better
Americas is a U.S. run
member Ramsey place for everybody.
and operated school to
Yount. "Right now we
- Matt Pruett
train Latin American
lack the funds to bring
soldiers to be more
speakers to campus.
effective
killers.
Many
who attend this school
Having speakers and events is most important
go back to their own countries and become
to us, in order to raise awareness on campus.
military leaders. Manuel Noriega, for example,
But we can't do that without the initial money."
is a graduate of this school.
Father Bichsel's experience is proof that
human rights is an issue that no country can
The group's biggest problem right now,
afford to ignore. "As you work with Amnesty
however, is not so much monetary as it is a
and become aware of human rights violations
lack of recognition on campus. Many students
in other countries, you become more aware of
don't even realize there is a chapter on campus.
the problems in our own country," said Choy.
"I'm surprised that there isn't any more
participation than there is. For a school that
claims to pride itself on diversity and fairness,
Organizing this benefit has not been easy.
it's kind of a shock," said Amnesty member
Originally scheduled for last semester, date
Melanie Choy.
conflicts
postponed the event until now.
In order to bring campus attention to this
Instead, in December there was another benefit
issue and make themselves more visible,
show, this time featuring the Racketeers alone.
Amnesty UPS is holding a benefit concert this

Laboring in near obscurity

Artists aiding Amnesty

simply vanish without a trace. Frequently the
only reason is their political beliefs, which
their government deems unorthodox or
dangerous. For others, it is their ethnic origin,
language or religion which is offensive and
therefore punishable.
For "prisoners of conscience," those
imprisoned for political reasons and who have
not used or advocated the use of violence, often
their only hope for release is Amnesty
International. Imagine this happening to you
or someone you love. Now imagine you can
help these people regain their freedom.

n

Students making a difference
There is a small group of students on
campus working for the Amnesty cause. The
UPS chapter of Amnesty International is
struggling to find the funds and the members
to form a strong, viable group. Last year, for
various reasons, the chapter all but
disappeared.
At the end of last semester, the determined
efforts by a few students reopened the group,
but only in the most tentative way. There were

CAMERA CREWS capture the shooting of two 15-year-old boys near the National
University in San Salvador by a uniformed officer on June 26, 1980. The officer then
walked away. Both boys subsequently died.

• AMT)E7SCU 1T)CCRT)AC1O1)At 1:S

• OT)qO[T)q fr*ql)C FOR T)UMAT) RF*ql)CS
The poorly-attended concert did not prevent
the rescheduling of a bigger show, and hopes
are high this performance will draw a much
bigger crowd.
"Some Velvet Sidewalk is sure to pull in
a lot of people from off-campus," said Yount,
"and the Racketeers have name recognition on
campus. They have a small but loyal following
and we hope all their fans will all turn out to
support us and hear some great music."
Matt Pruett, lead singer for the
Racketeers, is also excited about the concert.
"Amnesty International is a great way to get
involved. It's important for the youth to
employ themselves constructively, and events
like Human Rights Night provide a chance for
them to find out what is going on in the world
around them and what they can do to make it
a better place for everybody.
"We hope to convey a positive message
to our audience, to spur them to aètion, and to
pump out a rock 'n' roll jam session to a
receptive crowd," said Pruett.
Concert organizers believe that the low
price of admission and the large number of
performers will entice many to attend the
concert. This will help Amnesty in two ways.
First, the group will gain much needed
publicity and hopefully build membership
from there. Second, the profits from this show
will help ensure more events similar to this
one, featuring speakers and performers
concerned with protecting human rights. And
this, say members, is their most important goal.

But I'm Just One Person...
Many people think there is nothing they
can do to help those in far-away countries, yet
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SKULLS AND BONES unearthed from a mass grave at Cheng Ek, Kandal Province, in
Kampuchea (Cambodia), March 1982.

each one of us can easily help influence what
may literally be a life and death situation for a
prisoner of conscience.
Writing a letter under the name of
Amnesty International takes just a few minutes
and helps in the fight for human rights. Using
the international status gives every letter you
write a voice larger than yourself: the Amnesty
voice is worldwide and powerful.
If you want to join Amnesty International,
open meetings are held every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
in WSC 201. Anyone is welcome. For more
information about the group, call 756-3665.
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Founded in 1961, Amnesty is now the largest international volunteer
organization fighting for human rights. It has more than 1.1 million members
in 150 countries and territories. Because of its size and reputation for honesty
and accuracy, the pressure Amne sty can apply towards the release of a prisoner
is tremendous. Its power primarily comes from organized letter-writing
campaigns urging the government to release a person who is being detained or
mistreated. The publicity Amnesty brings to a case can frequently protect a
prisoner long enough to build the pressure necessary to get him or her released.
Over 40,000 people throughout the world have been helped by Amnesty and
more are being aided every day.

Jatlter Bill Biclisel
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7:00
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ALL PROCEEDS DIRECTLY BENEFIT
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
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Wih the recent technological breakthroughs, the best athletes could possibly be cloned to producae a multitude of future all-star teams.

The Logger tennis teams might be a possibility for that honor, considering their current records. The softball team seems to be one step
ahead of the game, with a new batch of freshman set to follow the seniors' lead. If lacrosse was cloned, would the copies be respectful?

Tennis teams dominate league foes
SIERRA SPITZER

Assistant Sports Editor
The women's tennis team continued their flawless winning early season with two wins this weekend.
NCIC foe George Fox was first to
fall, by a score of 7-0 on Saturday.
The Logger's number-one player,
Man Hrebenar, continued her unbeaten streak, winning 6-4, 6-4.
Jen Bollinger, the number-five
player, and Stacey Porter, the number-six player, both brought in crucial victories in three sets.
Sunday proved to be no exception
to the superior playing of the Lady
Loggers, as they blew Southern Oregon State College off the courts
with a 6-1 win. Hrebenar, Jonason,
Jacobs, Johnson and Porter all came
away with singles victories, and all
three doubles teams won as well.
Coach Steven Bowen commented
on the success of the team: "They
come together well as a group. The
four freshman are doing surprisingly
well."
Freshman Ariel Johnson has only

lost a total of three games in all of
her five singles matches.
The Lady Loggers have a 5-0
record this season, and look to continue their success this weekend
against conferenrence opponent
Linfield.
Coach Bowen mentioned that upcoming matches against Willamette,
Whitman, and PLU will be tough
competitions and will test the
strength of the team.
The Logger men had high hopes
coming into their match against nationally ranked Seattle University on
Friday, but an unfortunate injury ruined their chances at an upset.
Senior Joel Black, the Loggers
number-two player, was leading his
singles match when he went down
with severe leg cramping. He attempted to finish the match but was
forced to retire and default his
doubles match, clinching the victory
for the Chieftains.
Eric Muller and Tyler Nelson won
their singles matches and the doubles
team of Eric Blackstone andAndrew
Peterson were the only doubles pair

to win their match this weekend..
The Loggers were able to put the
loss behind them, and with the help
of two freshman members, defeated
George Fox, 7-0.
Freshman Nate Bishop and Alex
Nebesar made their singles debuts
and both came away with wins.
Bishop played the number-four
spot and won 6-4, 6-1, while
Nebesar played at number-six and
won 6-1, 6-1.
Jared Brodin, Chris Sackman,
Eric Muller, and Tyler Nelson were
also victorious in their singles
matches, while the Loggers doubles
teams of Brodin/Black, Sackman!
Muller and Blackstone/Peterson
nearly shut out the Bruins completely, allowing them to win only
one game out of the singles matches.
The season's early loss of number-four player Corey K.incaid, due
to injury has forced the team to do
some rearranging.
The Logger men stand at 4-2 on
the season and are preparing for a
tough court battle this Saturday
against Willamette.

Chris Sackman serves up a victory in this weekend's

men's tennis match against the George Fox Bruins.
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Track soaked

in first meet

Goos, Kaiser
earn awards
For their parts in leading the
II'S omen's hakcthalI team.
Kelly 1< ai sec and Krishna Goos
were honcrc'J w ith an array of
awardS, this week.
(oos earned :t spot on the firstteam All-( IC while Kaiser receied a cccnd-team Ail-NCIC
honor. Coeh Beth Bricker was
also honored as N(
Coach of
the Year.
The IPS Ahlctk lkpailment
supplirnented the honors for (JOOS
and Kaiser, presenting the two
with the Dande Athlete of the
Week asard.
.

The Puget Sound track and field
team battled more than just NCIC
foes in their season-opening meet
last Saturday in McMinnville, Ore.
Driving wind and rain forced the
cancellation of most field events
and made the running events a
struggle. Both Logger teams earned
second place, as Pacific Lutheran
outdistanced the Logger men 6754, and the women 83 50.
Kyle Kikuchi sprinted to wins in
the 100 and 200, as well as running
anchor on the Loggers' victorious
4x100 team. Ahman Dirks led a
UPS sweep of the top-three places
in the 1500, while Greg Fox cruised
to victory in the 5,000.
Andee Anderson won the 100
and 200 for the Loggers on the
women's side. Andrea Boitano and
Beth Robbins lead a strong showing by the Loggers distance runners, taking the 3,000 and 5,000
respectively.
-
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Mix of veterans, rookies
powers Logger* softball
KAREN KiM

Assistant Sports Editor
Rain washed out the Loggers softball opener against Willamette last
Sunday, but the future looks bright.
This year's softball team has a
very unique composition with the
five seniors, 10 freshman, two junior and one sophomore.

Intramural

Baseball opens sign-ups begin
Sign-ups for Intramural Sports
with losses
begin on March 4-11.
The Logger baseball team played
just three of six scheduled games
because of rain at the Willamette
Tournament last weekend.
A 14-1 loss opened a doubleheader against Willamette, which
used a late-inning rally to take the
second game 9-5.
The Loggers lost 3-0 to Western
Oregon the next day, despite allowing just one hit in the game by the
opposing team

Women. men and co-ed leagues
are available in most sports, including soccer, softball, ultimate
frisbee, 4-on4 volleyball and 9'
and 10 basketball.
Schedules are available March
24 and play begins the following
day.
Registration roust he done in
person at the Intramural office in
the Fieldhouse, Room 221. Call
756-3142 for more information,

The Loggers are a talented team
with the combination of experience
provided by the vetrans and
ethusiasism brought to the team by
the freshman.
The strength of the team lies not
only in their individual talents, but
in their teamwork. "Softball is all
about teamwork and communication," said senior Freda Franklin.
At practice, the players have a
special chemistry that allows them
to have fun and enjoy softball while
still retaining their intensity.
Coach Robin Hamilton expressed
"utmost respect for the players talent and the level of commitment that
they bring to the field."
The team's goal at the beginning
is to concentrate on playing one
game at a time. Coach Hamilton
would like to finish first in the conference, in order to host the regional
tournament. The National Tournament will be in Alabama and after
finishing second place at Nationals
two years ago, the Loggers are hoping to make a return trip in May.
Sara Noble, the starting pitcher for

UPS and among the best in the conference, will be a key to the Loggers playoff hopes this season.
Heather Paulsen, a two-time firstteam all-conference shortstop and
three-time Regional Player of the
Year, is recovering from knee surgery and will be another integral part
of the Loggers game plan.
Once fully recovered, Coach
Hamilton sees Paulsen as one of the
top candidates for National Player
of the Year honors.
This season marks a transitional
year for the Loggers softball team,
who enter the newly formed NCIC.
The players are looking forward
to taking on Pacific Lutheran and the
recently renewed rivalry between the
schools.
PLU, ranked fourth in the nation
in the pre-season polis, will be one
of the Loggers toughest competitors
this season along with Linfield and
George Fox.
The Loggers will spend this weekend on the road at a 16-team tournament hosted by Central Washington
University in Richland.

Lacrosse worthy of respect
STEPHEN Biwiwiu.

Staff Writer
Are our athletic teams passive?
Are we an apathetic school? Are we
worthy Only of scorn, to be ridiculed
at the hands of our own peers? I read
last week that our school colors symbolize a standard higher than we
can embody!
Perhaps our records aren't the vision of excellence, and perhaps we
haven't got the enthusiasm of rolling thunder, as other schools do.
And no, it doesn't seem as though
other schools fear our sports programs.
What about the men's lacrosse
team, what support do they receive?
Arriving at the intramural fields to
face Linfield on Sunday, the players
found that the fields hadn't even
been chalked. After stealing what
supplies they hadn't been provided
with from the softball team, they
were forced to start the game two
players short, as a consequence of
penalties imposed on them, for lack
of game preparation. One man out
for 30 seconds, the other out for three
minutes.
First, our teams aren't provided
with the equipment necessary to
compete without referee penalization, then we don't support them and
finally we ridicule their lack of in-

tensity and attribute their one game
per year win to luck.
For crying out loud, is this attitude an improvement? Perhaps we
are in need of an attitude adjustment,
rather than seeking scapegoats at
every opportunity. Just look at, both
our men's and women's swim teams
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who are going to Nationals after
winning the NCIC championships
(third year in a row for the men, second for the women). The men have
been defending their national championship for the past two years.
Is this apathy? To what end is
some upity newspaper reporter criticizing the blood, sweat and tears
contributed to our field of dreams?
What sports team is inspired after
being publicly humiliated, whether
it's football, lacrosse, swimming or
crew? Is this reverse psychology?
The men's lacrosse team answered Sunday to the beating they
took last weekend from the University of Washington and Western
Washington. Leading 3-2 at halftime, the Loggers suffered three con-

Coed Basketball

)POkTS

secutive Linfield goals to fall behind

5-3 heading into the game's home
stretch. Did the Loggers lay down
in the face of adversity? HELL NO!
The Loggers lifted themselves on
weary, mud-laden, wind and hail
tenered limbs and fought with a
vengence.
Mud fly, arms wrapped around
opponent's necks and lacrosse sticks
swung like mighty warclubs. I saw
our goalie's head driven into a thick
bog-like mud puddle, only to emerge
with a barbaric look of rage as he
bellowed at the ref "you gotta be fkin' kidding me!"
I saw players sandwiched in the
air, only to hit the ground running
and score seconds later. They were
a band of ruthless and battered men,
throwing themselves headlong into
Linfield's powerful defense. And
when the mud fell away, who remained on top? The University of
Puget Sound 7-6!
So what of losses. The Loggers
suffered one to the University of
Oregon Saturday before their triumph.
Should losses provoke us to scorn
the school we take pride in? Are we
embarrassed to have our names connected with anything short of absolute success? Let's be more mature
than that and take pride in our
school.

No Names
Players Ii
Kumquats
Lokahi
We'll Play For Beer

Men's A Basketball
The Freshman
Short Bus
Alpha Beta
Suck Deez
Beta
PD
Voluntary Manslaughter
Way Down Town

1
2
3
4

7

6
5
4
4

4
5
5

3
3
0

8

Men's B Green Basketball
Benchwarmers
El Corto Buso
The Kind
The Giants
Bus Drivers
Shirts
Maui Sons
Runnin' Philthies II

6
6
4
4
3
2
1
1

1
1
3
3
4
5

6
6

Men's B Gold Basketball
Tardy But Late
Chris'Crusaders
Flung Jury
Shankin' Hepeats
The Peter North-stars
Straight Shooters
Prosecution
The Weasels

6
6
4

1
1
3
3
3

4

4
3
1
0

4

6
7

Men's C Basketball
Sigma Chi
Hazed and Confused
Molti Cne
The Trojans

2
4 3
2 4
I 5
5

Coed Doubles Tennis
Tamashiro/Martin
Horny Squid
Malony/Chin
ChenIl'akashima
Cool Cats
Rundle/Titcomb
TsushimalThayer
Rosenberg/Lockwood

David Odell
Mark Sharpiro
Mark Cohen
Tim Carter
Tucker Meager
David Odell
Greg Peterson
Greg Detrick

GOOD TIMES.

2
2
2
3
5

6
4
7

4
4
4
4
1
I
0
0

1
1
1
2
4
I
4
5

Women's Singles Tennis
Jennifer Mdc
6
Mary Walker
5
Karen Kim
4
Trish Sagare
4
Jennifer Mark
4
Shawna Klinesteker
3
Emily Maloney
1
Sharon Babcoch
0
Dori Rosenberg
2
(Through Feb.

RAM BIG HORN BREWING COMPANY (LAKE WOOD RAM), LOCATED RIGHT
NEXT TO THE LAKEWOOD MALL.

V

5
5
4
4
1
0
3
0

Men's Singles Tennis

Well actually there is more. Like House Margaritas for $1.99. Long Island Ice Teas for $1.99. And, special drink
and food deals. Billiard Tables, NTN Interactive Trivia, electronic darts, and video games. Starting now, every
Thursday night is College Night from 9 to Midnight with 99 cent microbrews! There is even a microbrewery
right on site, serving up our award-winning brews like Buttface Amber Ale and Total Disorder Porter. There's only
one place where you get all this:

(OD FOOD

5 2
4 2
3 3
3 4
2 5

BRE\\1NGCOMPANV

10019 59th Ave. SW • Lakewood • 584-3191 • Also in Tacoma, Seattle, and Puyallup.

1
2
3
3
3
4
6
7
5
25)
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Hysferia cannot lead in cloning debate
JENNIFER CALDWELL

Contributing Editor

S

First a sheep, now monkeys.
Where will the madness end?
The question on everyone's mind,
of course, is what on earth is to be
done about human cloning. The
overwhelming reaction from the
country seems to be that cloning
ourselves is a door we should
econsider never open. Why don't we
want this astonishing new technology to take root?
The answer, for most folks, is
easy: we simply don't know what
we're getting ourselves into and
therefore shouldn't pursue it. It's
immoral and unethical to play God,
to tamper in God's domain. Yet our
history is filled with humans breaking barriers once thought impossible
to break, often with unforeseen benefits (or disastrous drawbacks). Still,
we have gone on improving ourselves in spite of this. What are we
soafraid of? I believe we fear our
own imaginations.
Who doesn't picture Brave New
World when they think of clones?
Who doesn't imagine dark legions
of zombie slaves, all cloned from
one mad scientist? Who doesn't fear
waking up one morning to find 3,000
Ross Perots outside their window?
Because we've let hysteria fuel
this debate, we're focusing on imaginary problems rather than real ones.
People argue, for example, that cloning will produce a homogenous species exceptionally vulnerable to dis-

ease. The human race could potentially be wiped off the planet by one
mutated virus. This is why farmers
who plant all their land with the
same crop have such a problem with
blight.
First of all, we're not plants. I
don't believe anyone has seriously
proposed replacing all the people in,
say, Ireland, with a million identical
clones. The supposed continuity of
species that will lead to our downfall is not even remotely possible.
Furthermore, the potential clone
population is not one that couldn't
be easily assimilated, nor are they
likely to take over the world.
Those who fear a loss of individuality are again under the mistaken
belief that clones will somehow replace sexual reproduction. There's
not a law on earth that can stop
people from having sex if they want
to, and very few laws that can stop
them from having babies. I can't
think of a single plausible reason
why any government would prohibit
sexual reproduction in favor of cloning. What these people are actually
afraid of, perhaps, is genetic engineering. This is obviously not the
same as cloning, but could in fact
be used in the ways people fear cloning will be used. That, however, is
another debate entirely.
People further fear that governments will abuse this technology,
producing a world such as Aldous
Huxley imagined, or worse, create
an army of slaves, or even just an
army. But even as we feared and fear
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the tale of 1984, we still use computers and allow a certain amount
of government control as necessary
to a well-ordered society. Just as we
learned to see 1984 as a warning and
not a destiny, so can we see Brave
New World.
As for slavery, cloning is unnecessary for that trade. Hundreds of
thousands of people are enslaved
right now, this minute. These are
people taken off the street, or sold
by their poverty-stricken families.
Why should any smart slave trader
invest all his money in a cloning
plant when he could buy a baby for

How come the Theatre department is allowed to
misspell its name solely for the sake of
pretensiousness?
Why does every person who writes an article on
marijuana want to capitalize the word? It's good
stuff, but it's not God, so don't use caps.
Pumpkin and egg nog soft serve flavored at the
same time? Come on guys, use your "noggin."
I think that there are a number of normal farm
and dairy goats that think they are mountain and
wilderness goats. (This can also be interpreted as a
veiled metaphor for the students at our school.)
So our theory is that Club Rendezvous put up all
those "Don't go in there if you're not a student"
fliers in order to make it sound really neat and cool
and for UPS students only. This will increase the
interest in that useless waste of space and soon
people will flock to it. They should take it a step
further and put bouncers at the doors and check
IDs. Then everyone and their goat would want to
get in there.

a song and sell it at a profit? We're
don't seem too worried when it's
African or Asian or even Russian
kids sold into slavery, just when it's
our own little cells.
And fearing the prospect of a
cloned army is only slightly less absurd than fearing that the green plastic soldiers from Toy Story will storm
the White House. Clones would not
be zombies; they would be people
just like me and you. That means
they are protected under the Constitution, they have legal rights and free
will, and may or may not choose to
join the military. No one can force

them, not the CIA, not the FBI, and
certainly not an irate drill sergeant.
If we are afraid of clones, we
should realize that we are only afraid
of ourselves. This time of technological breakthroughs should be a
time of great rejoicing, not of frenzied fear. Naturally we need to take
extra steps to ensure this technology
will be morally and ethically utilized; however, this will only happen if we step away from hysterical
fantasy and examine the cold realities. We, as a society, should not
mistake what might be with what is
actually so.

Lawrence St. death trap
JASON JAXAJTIS

Opinions Editor
Somebody's going to get killed on
Lawrence Street. It's only a matter
of time. Whether the victim is a student pulling out of a parking place
while blind to oncoming traffic (and
usually the speeding cars are going
close to but not quite fast enough to
break the sound barrier, which would
emit a ferocious howl and warn the
poor, ignorant bastards) or a latenight jogger flattened by the Plant
behemoths that tear down the UPS
Grand Prix racing trip with such
reckless abandon, somebody's
gonna get worked and they're gonna
get worked big time. If something
isn't done, our drag strip will be saturated with the blood of some poor
student who didn't realize that the
15 mph speed limit is waived when
cars venture into that vicinity.
Warnings are fine, but the fact is

that no one is going to slow down
and no one will feel any safer until
some speed bumps are slapped down
on Lawrence. While speed bumps
are a disturbing annoyance, I feel
there's no other way to prevent the
inevitable injuries that are sure to
ensue along the student house-lined
street. Four or five speed bumps
should do the trick. If that doesn't
go over too well, then perhaps two
well-placed stop signs will keep
people from killing eachother.
This idea may prove excessive for
those who find themselves racing
down Lawrence on their way to Biology or to the SUB in the closing
minutes of Sunday breakfast, but if
you ever end up about to be planted
on the front of some freshman's new
flying - like-a-Randy-Johnsonfastball Chevy Blazer, I guarantee
that my point of view will take on a
new, painful and vividly agreeable
positio_n.

Neal quesfitons ethi*tcs of procedure
The following statement was obtained by The Puget Sound Trail
from Lisa Neal, Professor of Foreign
Language. Professor Neal is writing
in response to her tenure denial,
which was finalized at the last Board
of Trustees meeting. Professor Neal
questions the ethics of the present
tenure procedure.
Clearly I'm devastated by President Pierce's decision to deny me
tenure. Given the very tight market
in my field, being denied tenure
probably means the end of my career as a college teacher. I deeply
regret that because I love teaching
and, according to the Faculty Advancement Committee who recommended me for tenure and, most

importantly, to my students, I am a
good teacher. Were it not for my supportive students, these past fourteen
months of appeals would have been
even harder. (Many thanks also to all
the faculty members who served on
my Hearing Eoard and on the Faculty Advancement Committee.)
Last February (1996), I made my
student evaluations available to a
number of senior faculty members.
I now urge concerned students and
junior faculty to read the complete
set that I submitted for tenure review.
After reading the overwhelmingly
positive evalutions, one is compelled
to ask: Is my tenure denial really
about teaching at all? I feel the evaluations answer that question with a
resounding "no!" In addition, I be-

lieve there were serious violations
of professional ethics and procedure
involved in my case, but I am not at
liberty to discuss those at this time.
These are among the reasons that
I have decided to file a suit against
the University. I believe my case also
reflects a significant problem with
gender discrimination in the Department of Foreign Languages and at
UPS in general. The Department of
Foreign Languages is the only such
department among those in the
Univeristy of Puget Sound's peer institutions (i.e. the Pacific NW Consortium of Colleges) in which there
are no women at any rank in tenuretrack positions. And now, after the
forced departure of Maria-Cristina
Urruela (Spanish) and me (French),

it looks as if the Department of Foreign Language is hiring two more
males. Can it be there are really no
qualified females in Spanish whom
the Department could even invite to
interview on campus? It seems odd
given that the latest statistics (1994)
show that 63.5% of PhD's in Spanish were women. Starting in Fall,
1997, all the women in the UPS
Department of Foreign Language
will be instructors; all the men, with
the exception of Steven Rodgers,
will occupy positions of power (that
is, tenured and tenure-track).
UPS is losing excellent women
professors. Far too many are denied
tenure (or leave under the threat of
tenure denial, which amounts to the
same thing). Other women are leav-

ing of their own accord. Last year,
for example, Sharon Harnill (Psych)
left immediately after receiving tenure—and took a position without
tenure—and next year Allison
Giffen (Eng), Lisa Nunn (Econ), and
Anna Williams (Religion) will no
longer be part of the UPS faculty.
Rumor has it that other women are
leaving but have not yet made their
decisions public.
Who loses when such a biased atmosphere is created and perpetuated
on a college campus? Women professors, of course, but also the entire student body, which is deprived
both of a healthy balance of teaching styles and viewpoints among
faculty, and of positive female role
models.

Pierce derails tenure-track professor
How can Professor Lisa Neal of
the Foreign Language Department
be denied tenure after her Department and the Faculty Advancement
Committee (FAC) recommended
her for tenure?
The answer to this question is
simple, because neither of these "decision making bodies" really have
any power to make decisions—they
only have power to make recommendations. Like these two groups,
President Pierce only has the power
of recommendation, while the
Board of Trustees make the final
decision. However, the Board of
Trustees has never gone against
even one of her recommendations
concerning tenure. This fact seems
to indicate that either President
Pierce's judgement is infallible or
the Trustees don't have enough information about such matters to disagree with Pierce.
It seems very strange that the
people who have the least amount
of direct contact with professors are
the ones that make the most important decisions concerning tenure.
One would think that the decisions
of students and faculty would hold
a little more weight in the tenure selection process. It should be the
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President and Trustees who should
have to follow the recommendations
of the faculty and students, not the
faculty and students who have to
follow their decree.
The faculty departments and the
FAC are not the only groups whose
voices are not being heard. In Neal's
case, students' evaluations were
completely ignored. After reviewing
four years (11 courses worth) of stu-

dent evaluations, we were shocked
to learn Neal was denied tenure.
Page after page was filled with high
marks and praise of Neal's effective
teaching style and apparent dedication to her students. Neal has made
these evaluations available to the
public, anyone who questions students' appreciation for her, need only
review these comments for him or
herself.
While Neal's openness represents
honesty, Jones Hall's cowardice illustrates its lack of care for students'
concerns. Administrators do not
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Tenure Denials Since 1992

Six women (out of 16 women
candidates) were denied tenure.

have to answer to these concerns
because they are protected by a wall
of "confidentiality." While it is understandable that certain issues require a degree of confidentiality this
word is constantly a stumbling block
for any student who actually cares
about the direction of the campus.
We will never know the full story
behind Neal's tenure denial; the Faculty Code and obstacles of confidentiality prevent this from happening.
As reporters we find this very troubling. What we can report, and the
opinions we profess, come from only
a portion of the evidence that sur rounds this complex issue. With our
limited resources, it is hard to complete this puzzle (especially with
only two months left in the semester). Hopefully, Neal's trial will uncover enlightening information,
which will give everyone a better
understanding of why Neal was denied tenure.
Information is key; if anyone has
comments about, or helpful insight
into, this issue, please contact the
Trail office. In conclusion, we wish
Lisa Neal good luck in her campaign
to uncover the truth that lies somewhere deep inside the University's
archives of confidentiality.

1996 Elly Claus-McGahan,
Dept. of Math

Recommended unanimously by her
department; Pierce intends to
recommend against tenure. Case
currently under appeal.

1994, Jean Wetzel, Dept. of Art
Recommended by FAC; Pierce
recommended against tenure; case
returned to FAC. Trustees denied.
1992, Diana Marre, Dept. of
Communication & Theatre Arts

:nde (out of 17 male
candidates) was denied tenure.
The following information details what
The Pu get Sound Trail calls a "History of
Denial," which is simply another name for
the tenure depials that have occured since
Pierce became President of the University.
16 women canidates and 17 male canidates
have applied for tenure since 1992. 94 percent of the men received tenure, while only
62 percent of the women received tenure.
The rest of this chart details the tenure process of the six women who were denied

1995 Maria Cristina Urruela,
Dept. of Foreign Language
(Spanish)
Recommended by her department;
recommended by the FAC: Pierce
intended not to recommend tenure.

Denied tenure by Trustees.
1992, Laura Laffrado, Dept. of
English

Laffrado pulled application for tenure
before the decision to deny tenure was
finalized.

1995 Lisa Neal, Dept. of

Foreign Language (French)
Recommended by her department;
recommended by the FAC; Pierce
recommended against tenure. Trustees
denied.

• This irtcludos candidates whom the President did not intend to
recommend fortenure. This tnfornsation stilt reflects an accurate number
of denials, since the Trustees always accept the Pres,drr.ts
recommendation.
'This information does not count who the FAC neset considered.

Also, in 1991, President
Phibbs recommended
against tenure in the
case of Beth Kalikoff,
English Department.
There was a siqnifiønt
protest by
her behalf. Pierce ..
Phibbs' decision in 1992.
Kalikoff was denied
tenure. Kalikoff sued UPS
and settled out of court
for an undisclosed sum.
Kalikoff currently works
at the University of
Washington, Tacoma, in
the English Department. •,
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Jones, Lay should
check themselves

Student responds
to racial debates
This letter is in response to the
recent gang war gracing the opinions
pages between Bernadette Ray and
the Sigma Chi house. In an attempt
to be fair to both parties, I will try to
keep my personal biases in check
(though I don't promise anything).
As far as Ms. Ray's comments are
concerned, she should have checked
her facts about the actual goings-on
at the Greek function in question. A
"Gangster Function" is a much less
offensive title for a night of drinking, groping, and raping than "DriveBy Sigma Chi." (The latter, however, is admittedly much catchier).
Moreover, she was completely out
of line by stereotyping all Sigma Chi
members as a "bunch of
Abercrombie and Fitch wearin'
white gi.iys." Instead, she should
have stereotyped them all as hypocritical Younglife "Our God is an
Awesome God" singing BLP majors.
As for the Sigma Chi fraternity:
It is bad enough that there is a system that institutionalizes friendship.
But to then have to dress up and act
out your depraved fantasies of what
you think like for urban black teenagers is without having any conception of that reality most certainly
crosses the line of bad taste. (To be
fair, however, at least you're not
Betas.) Grow up. And that goes for
the entire Greek system. Fraternity
and sorority members strike me as
the kind of people who think they
are cool, when in fact the only people
that care are other fraternity and sorority members. Sad.
But I'm not finished yet. The
"Gangster Function" is only the latest in a long line of offensive and
inappropriate Greek activities. My
personal favorite is still the "Slave
Auction," to which, should Sigma
Chi hold another one, I would urge
them to invite Ms. Ray and the rest
of the Black Student Union. I say
you go all out and hold functions
like: "Zyklon B Shower Function"
(I'm sure our holdover ESU member in the Phi Delt house would have
no problem hosting that one); "Thai
Prostitute Function," or "Mexican
Bean-Picker Function." I'm sure
you'd all have a great time.
In closing, the Greek system
should be ashamed that it promotes
things like a "Slave Auction." The
Sigma Chi house should be ashamed
that it holds a function where members show up wearing "bandanas,
sagging pants, athletic caps, etc." in
reverence to a real situation for
which they have no point of reference (other than "tipping their 40s
to Tupac") And Bernadette Ray
should be ashamed that she didn't
go over to the Sigma Chi house and
beat all their asses.
Sincerely,
David Kupferman

Although it seems Ms. Ray should
have checked her facts before beginning to write her letter to The Trail,
it also seems that Mr. Jones and Mr.
Lay should have "chiggity- checked"
themselves, too, before writing an
ignorant letter criticizing ignorance.
Their first clarification is made
regarding the name of the function. I
must admit that I don't believe
"Gangster Function" is any more
appropriate than "Sigma Chi DriveBy," and the latter is certainly
catchier. Jones and Lay claim that
"Sigma Chi Drive-By" was falsely
applied for the benefit of her weak
arguments." The title of the function
was not the only reason for Ms. Ray's
criticism, but her criticisms are certainly not weakened if one were to
substitute "Gangster Function" for
every time she used the erroneous
title in her letter.
Another of Ms. Ray's criticisms
was of the costumes that members of
Sigma Chi and Kappa Kappa Gamma
chose to wear to the "Gangster Function." While Mr. Jones and Mr. Lay
may not be "Abercrombie and Fitch
wearin' white guys," it is safe to say
they know nothing about real gang
attire and should therefore not try to
imitate it, nor should they defend trying to imitate it. Their argument
against Ms. Ray's criticism in this
case is that while some came dressed
in the manner of today's urban gangster, "there were also those who came
dressed as Mafioso, '50s toughs, and
'70s hustlers." Is their defense of the
cOstumes Ms. Ray specifically criticized really limited to the fact that
they glorified urban violence of other
decades?
I must say that Mr. Jones and Mr.
Lay may want to look at their own
letter to the editor and apply such
terms as "ridiculous remarks," "ignorant response," "weak arguments,"
and "blindly criticize" (all of which
they used to describe Ms. Ray's letter), to it instead.
Sincerely,
Mina Kennedy

Student responds
to Prop. 215 piece
Dear La Tawnya,
It is apparent from your article, you
have never been close to anyone who
has died of AIDS. You have never
watched a man you loved, you
laughed with and you would like to
have in your life foreverwaste away.
You have never held his head as he
threw up the applesauce he had made
himself eat. You have never watched
him grimace in pain and then smile
to chase away your tears, though you
do cry when he turns away. You also
probably didn't go to his funeral and
sit with his family. You probably
didn't become sick to your stomach
when you read your article, but I did.
You see, La Tawnya, I did watch
my friend starve to death. My friend,
Steve, changed my life. He taught me
so much. And marijuana changed his
life. It made it longer. It gave me a

few more months of being loved by
a very special man. Because manjuana madehim hungry.
Yes, "appetite stimulant" is a
fancy word for "the munchies."
That is the point. People with AIDS
don't feel like eating. The smell of
food can make them ill. Only certain foods sound good to them at
certain times. And sometimes by the
time you make the food for them,
they don't feel like eating. You do
not understand how frustrating this
is!
There is some ridiculous statistic
about how many people die from
starvation each year. Starvation is
an AIDS-related death. People in
California don't want to appear as
"very compassionate," they are!
You fail to mention that Arizona, a
state famed for its conservative electorate and elderly voters, passed a
similar proposition. Perhaps, they
wish to appear like those "very compassionate" Californians. I don't
think so. I think, many people know
someone who marijuana will help.
You appear naive. You call Prozac
a "simple prescription" drug and
seem unaware of the many types of
illegal narcotics physicians are allowed to prescribe. For instance,
Morphine and Ritalin are both extremely addictive AND available
with a prescription.
And what do you think a prescribed painkiller does? Do you
think they mend the problem or
mask the problem? You state that
people using marijuana become "so
high" that they no longer sense the
pain. Again, this is the point of a
painkiller. Most painkillers have
horrible side effects. Most people
with AIDS do not believe their pain
can be cured. But they prefer to not
be in pain and to have as few side
effects from their painkillers as possible. One positive aspect of marijuana as a painkiller is it does not
cause the patient to go to sleep. Being sick makes you tired; you don't
want what you take to make you feel
better make you more tired.
Did it occur to you that the author of Prop. 215 wrote it because
he had been accused of being a drug
dealer? A friend cultivating a painreducing appetite stimulant for another friend probably resents being
called a drug dealer. The drug dealers you imagine, those with economic motives, will suffer under the
legalization of marijuana.
I agree with you wholeheartedly
that marijuana needs to be tested before it is prescribed. But because of
many of the irrational fears you
have illustrated the federal government has hesitated to fund research.
One of the reasons physicians advocate marijuana legalization for
medical use before it has been tested
is so that they can get results. Marijuana has been "tested," though unofficially, in hospices around the
nation. Why do you think people are
demanding it be legalized? Legalizing marijuana will enable people
who are dying in a setting where
marijuana is difficult to obtain, say
their mother's house, to have the
same relief as others.

There are problems with the law.
It does not clearly define how to
prescribe or administer marijuana.
There are several errors with Prop.
215. For instance, I think it would
be better if marijuana could be purchased at the pharmacy with a prescription, but Prop 215 does seem
to be a step in the right direction.
I am sorry I am not more informed about the effect marijuana
has on other diseases, but I feel its
positive impact on AIDS alone is
enough to warrant its legalization.
Your heart seems to be in the
right place. You sound as if you
want to protect kids. But you also
sound like you've swallowed rhetoric about drug use. If you want to
save the world, start by fighting
people who are not already dying.
Sincerely,
Mari Martin

Editor to Editor
I was the Opinions Editor of this
smutrag newspaper last year. Why
did I not take the job again this year,
you ask? Why did I "pass the buck"
to my fellow rocker Jason Jakaitis?
Because it's the most horrible job
you can imagine, that's why.
Please note that this is not an attempt to gain sympathy. This is my
chance to rip on people. I was given
250 words, and now it's time to go
to town.
You letter-writing morons are just
about the stupidest people on the
planet. Student-written letters are
especially retarded. Look at the letters this week! There are two of 'em
about some frat party that happened
about a month ago. Nobody gives a
shit anymore, guys! Quit using the
Trail as a way of bickering with each
other. Write one letter and be done
with it. If you really want to argue,
you should go at it in a parking lot
instead of sneaking over here and
dropping off letters like wimps.
Ya know what the really funny
thing is about your letters? You
write them in this scholarly tone, as
if you had any writing skills. Why
do you take yourselves so seriously?
Face it—you aren't smart, you don't
know what the hell you're talking
about, and you can't write worth a
damn. Quit lying to yourself. That
whole letter-fest about the holocaust
last year was absolutely hilarious. I
would get ten letters a week—all
saying the same thing, all poorly
written. I used to just sit there and
laugh my ass off as I read letters that
began, "In response to the response
of the response of Mr. David
Stennett..." I found it very entertaining to laugh at your expense.
How do you like the way I'm
talking down to you? How do you
like the big fat dis I'm layin' down
on yo' ass? You must like it a lot,
because I doubt you're even gonna
say anything in response. As always, I have written something you
can truly hate and get angry about.
I am smacking you in the face with
my filthy glove. I laugh at you all.
Sincerely,
James Conover
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El Presidente goes gazoonga nuts
M. ArwooD
Staff Writer (ha-HA!)

Editor's NoteWe 're all starting to feel
bad about doing El
Presidente jokes every
goddamn week. Sadly,
there seem to he very few
other funny things on campus. Are they out there?
Did we miss them? Do we
just have wax in our ears?
How does the Les Schwab
meat taste? If youve the
answer to any of these
questions, please stop by
The Puget Sound Trail and
maybe we'll give you a
little s1gar, if you know
what we mean and we
think you do.
That said, it's time to
snake fun of the President
yet again.
Among various assaults on
Campus Security last week,
perhaps the most insidious was

last weekend's opening of The
Handmaid's Tale in the University of Puget Sound Inside Theatre. This play, apparently
based on some book (or something) is a threat to the moral
decency of our campus. It contains loads of naughty sex bits,
a few nasty violent bits, and no
less than thirty orgasms (which,
as we all know, are a BIG
PROBLEM). There are also
several televisions playing all
manner of video nasties, an entire cast of unsavory characters,
and a cat.
Now, I hate cats (as any righteous, God-fearing type does),
but the most appalling sequence
in this appalling play occurs
when several of the main char acters head down to some sort
of prostitution/strip joint and
proceed to get their groove
thang on.
I don't know that much
about art, but I do know that
loads of unclothed women running around smoking cigarettes
to "Tainted Love" is NOT art.

WHERE YOU OUGHT TO BE on Judgement Day.
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to any person, place, or dark future without satirical
intent are strictly coincidental—so back off.

A PACK OF DEGENERATES shaking their monster booty.

It IS just plain SICK. Perhaps
the most disturbing aspect of
the scene, however, was the audience response.
That wicked crowd reacted
to all the sinning with
Dionysian whoops of malevolent delight, and about twenty
audience members just jumped
right up there on stage and
started getting nutty.
Most shocking of all was the
sight of our own (normally restrained) despot, El Presidente,
"Breaking the fourth wall" (in
the slang of those naughty theatre types) and making like she
was the host of MTV's "The
Grind." The whole scenario
was reminiscent of the fall of
the Roman Empire.
After around twelve minutes
of distinguished members of
the campus community making
like they were extras on "Soul
Train," security arrived and
doused everyone with cold water to restore order. El
Presidente returned to her seat,
reprimanding the officers for
moistening her coiffure. Rumor
has it that the responding security staffers have been summarily executed, and El
Presidente's official statement
about the event is: "It was the
beat... the beat got to me."
It seems obvious that the

University of Puget Sound Theatre Department has been infected by Cancer Zombies from
the ninth plane of Hell, and they
aim to turn us all into go-go
dancing heathens so the apocalypse can start. Really, just look
at some actors the next time
they're eating next to you. Disgusting, isn't it? Could this be

Th' Ilniversily of Puet
s1011I!g Theatre
Ikpartfl!elitbtc been
ifilecteilby Cancer
lu/fib/es froni the ninth
pliiüi' oil/ell
the work of any agency other
than the Supreme Overlords of
Interdimensional Evil? I say
thee nay, gentle reader. Their
parties are even worse. I urge
that we all have a nice big
prayer breakfast and ask God
to turn all these people into pillars of salt or something.
If you're in the UPS theatre
on Judgement Day, I bet you're
a great big fat sinner, completely resigned to spending
enternity being flung from
pools full of fire into pools full
of really cold ice water. I hope

the entertainment afforded by
this wicked, lazy play is some
consolation to you when you
end up in Hell. So there, you
pack of sinners.
That's it, baby. There's a
mighty judgement coming and
UPS is sitting on the business
end of The Almighty's Cosmic
Boom Stick. The Creator of the
Universe is gonna rock the
house party, straight up. Y'all
better get right with Jesus,
pretty durned quick, otherwise
it's time to get seriously helled
up. Watch your back, homie.
Of course, I may be wrong. I
hear these funny voices talking
here in the Tower of Song.
Editor's Note AgainNone of the above
events actually happened
in any way whatsoever. In
ftct, rumor has it that El
Presidente c/k/n 't actua
witness the scene described above at all, and
may have walked out during the interinission. Ah,
well. When you can 't take
the heat, walk out and
send your resume to a
phat State School, I suppose. Vaya con dios, my
darling sweeties.

H— The Puget Sound Trail: \Vill slander people for food.
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